Issue 118, 13 September 2012

What now?
The markets continue to react positively to the third round of stimulus announced in the US. But will
QE3 work? I take a look at the question on everyone's lips in today's note.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard updates you on Switzer's sector allocation now that the
bears are coming out of hibernation. We have our weekly broker wrap of stock buys and sell, as well
as out chart of the week, which examines at a stock that is now 18% higher. Plus, we look at the
possible changes to SMSF pensions. Have a great week.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Will QE3 really work?
by Peter Switzer
The critical question all investors have to ask after
QE3 is – will it work? And for that matter, will the
European Central Bank’s (ECB) bold plan to
stimulate growth and bring down borrowing costs for
debt-laden countries such as Spain and Italy work?
There are doubters out there and I can understand
that, as some argue that the first two US stimulus
packages – QE1 and QE2 – failed, so why believe in
QE3? But as they say in the classics, this time is
different!
Did I really say that? I know it’s a big mistake to
come to this line, as there have been many
celebrated failed experts who uttered this, but I’m
prepared to gamble with it.
Outlook
In a nutshell, I can see a growing snowball of
confidence. However, it still has some distance to go
and it must negotiate some potential roadblocks
before it grows to a size that is so noticeable that
most of the nervous businesses, consumers and
market investors will be prepared to change their
careful ways.
This is what happens when a boom is created and
it’s often not long before it again ends in tears. Right
now we are in what Warren Buffett would call that
time when most people are fearful and that’s why
I’m ‘greedy’.

years, maybe longer.
Getting the balance right
Now, I know there are doubters out there and Marc
Faber of the Gloom, Doom and Boom Report is a
classic critic of QE3, Ben Bernanke and the ECB. Of
course, he’s talking his own book because he has
been negative and the stock market has proved him
fallible!
I named him some months ago as being too negative
and wrong and I hope he stays that way. I’m never
‘totally’ confident about my bigger calls because
there are always so many potential curve balls you
have to hit in the market prediction game. I like to use
the ‘balance approach’ of totaling the positives and
negatives and seeing what makes sense.
Faber recently blamed “ultra-expansionist of
monetary policy” for the latest financial crisis in an
interview on CNBC.
“If I had messed up as badly as Bernanke, I would for
sure resign. The mandate of the Fed to boost asset
prices and thereby create wealth is ludicrous – it
doesn’t work that way. It’s a temporary boost
followed by a crash,” Faber he told CNBC.
This is selective economic analysis and some parts
are right, but some parts are dead wrong!
Historical fact

When the snowball is looking big and beautiful, that’s
when I will be warning my readers and financial
planning customers to be cautious.
Sure, I’m aware that these are still challenging times,
but from an investment approach, as I have said a
number of times, I buy great companies at low prices
because I want to hold them for at least three or five

Bad monetary policy and bad prudential regulation is
behind the Global Financial Crisis, but just about all
recessions follow a period of monetary
excessiveness. And so one day, the QE1-3 will be a
part of another crash, but that is a long way off. I’m
not saying we can’t see a correction as we have had
a big run of stocks since June 4, but I think a crash is
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some years off.

start of the year.

Of course, if the European leadership frustrates the
pluses from the ECB measures or the US Congress
sends the US economy over the ‘fiscal cliff’, then a
recession could follow and stocks would nosedive.

Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

However, if Europe doesn’t screw up, the US
Congress plays ball on deficit-reduction, China’s new
leadership continues to stimulate a stronger
economic recovery, and QE3 actually helps create a
stronger US economic recovery, then stocks go
higher in 2013.
A watchful eye
Market experts and yours truly will be pouring over
economic data from the EU, China and the USA
hoping to see that the stimulus measures are
resulting in economic growth and confidence.
Confidence is the key and that’s why I describe it as
a small snowball that’s growing.
Be aware, we aren’t out of the woods yet, but we are
on the right track. However, when we are out and
everyone is saying it, the market will go up strongly
again. By then, you will have likely missed the first
leg-up of a bull market.
On an historical basis, a bear market should go on for
a few more years, but I don’t subscribe to set times
for bear and bull markets because policy responses
can be so different for the periods being compared.
I do know bears, such as WAM’s Geoff Wilson and
Matthew Kidman, have always thought 2013 would
be the time when the secular bear market would be
over and it’s looking very likely, but it will be based
on the economic reaction to the monetary stimulation
from the ECB, the Fed and the central bank of China.
Right now, I liked Wall Street’s rise last week – up
2.15% – and the VIX, or fear index, is comfortably
down at 14.5. But over the next few months we need
to see a significant, positive economic response to
central bank actions or else Faber will be right.
I think he’s wrong, and so do the investors that have
driven up the Nasdaq by 22.22%, the S&P 500 by
16.5% and our S&P/ASX200 index by 8.2% since the
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Hibernation is over, but it's the sectors that count
by Paul Rickard
It’s starting to look like a bull market – at least if you
go by the official figures rather than the doom and
gloom in the mainstream media. The year-to-date
figures are actually quite impressive.

A couple of caveats, however. The last week of
December 2011 was pretty dreadful – the market fell
by over 3% on almost no volume. On the flipside, the
accumulation index (which includes dividends)
doesn’t take into account the benefits of any
imputation credits to a super fund – so on paper, the
after-tax performance of some funds this year could
be looking quite healthy.
As has been the case for a while, this doesn’t tell the
whole story – the variances in sector performance
have been quite marked.
Winners and Losers
On price returns only, Health Care stars with a 27%
gain, while Materials on -5.0% is at the bottom, as the
following table shows:

Where to from here
We have been wrong about calling an overweight
position in materials. There is so much confusing data
over China at the moment, with the bears noting the
slowing economy and current over-supply in the
production of raw steel. The bulls cite further
government stimulus attempts, and long-term per
capita steel consumption data suggesting that China
is tracking along a similar trajectory to Japan and
Korea in earlier decades – and has some way yet to
go. With stock prices in prime resource stocks such
as BHP Billiton (BHP) and Rio Tinto (RIO) off by 30%
from their 36-month highs, we are going to stick with
our overweight view (for growth investors).
Of the other sectors, we continue to like health care.
We aren’t too excited about consumer discretionary
or industrials, and largely pass on real estate. The
latter sector has enjoyed a really good run, however
its lack of tax effectiveness for a self-managed super
fund (SMSF) counts against it.
Our sector views in terms of relative weightings for
both ‘income’ biased funds and ‘growth’ biased
funds, together with the current S&P/ASX 200 sector
weights, are as follows:
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Spark is up 18%. Buy more or take profit?
by Lance Lai
Way back on 12 March 2012 in my very first article for
the Switzer Super Report, I recommended a “Steady
as she goes” stock – Spark Infrastructure (SKI). Back
then, Spark was trading at $1.365. Let’s take a look
at how this stock is performing now.
Investors are up 18.5% based on the current price,
including the dividend ($1.565 + 5.25c dividend), or
as much as 25.8% if one sold at its ultimate high of
$1.665 plus dividend ($1.665 + 5.25c dividend),
exactly a week ago.
If you were unable to enter the stock on or around the
day the article was published in March, you had a
second chance a month later on 20 April and 23 April,
where the price hit lows of $1.365 and $1.36,
respectively.

Why do I like the chart?
1) Price action is still above yellow line – the 200-day
moving average.

My updated recommendation for Spark is to look
for an exit.

2) Support is close at $1.55, at which point how the
stock trades will provide an indication as to how fast
we may expect this current sell-off to be.

Depending on your parcel size, you could take profit
now, and lock in the 18.5%, which is a great return in
six months.

3) The stock yields 6.7% as I write. A reasonable
return.

Or, if you have a large holding, it’s likely you will
need to ‘finesse’ the exit. Resistance is at $1.62,
which is 3.5% higher. If it gets to this level, or higher,
one ought to take some more profit. This is marked
on the Chart with a yellow line and “Sell” above it.
SKI – Spark Infrastructure $1.565 17 September
2012 – “Time to scale out of defensives?”

4) The 200-day moving average – the yellow line – is
still pointing up. It is at $1.46 or 7.5% lower.
5) In the six months since this stock was
recommended, the trend has been holding firm. The
200-day moving average has never been breached
by price action.
What don’t I like?
1) Price action is beginning to slow in the stock’s
upward march.
2) $1.65 is an important level, and will be a test as to
whether we are at or near a top. A week ago on
September 10, price action got to a high of $1.665,
and closed right on $1.65. It has traded below this
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mark ever since.
3) Daily indicators are pointing to softness to come.
4) Weekly indicators are giving off warning signals of
a top.
5) Where the charts had no negativity or very little
negativity before in the past six month, this has now
changed. A patient rotation out of this defensive
position is probably called for.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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The broker wrap: MYR, TOL and LEI
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Changes to stockbroker ratings in the past week

Among the industrials, UBS upgraded Breville
Group (BRG) to Buy given the expectation the
company can continue to grow its share of the US
market. Breville’s profit result prompted changes to
earnings forecasts and the result was an increase in
UBS’s price target.
While forecasting lower average income growth in the
office sector in 2013, JP Morgan continues to like the
quality of Dexus’ (DXS) portfolio, with scope for an
increase in payout ratios in coming years. This is
enough for an upgrade to a Neutral rating.

The eight securities brokers in the FNArena database
issued seven upgrades in the past week, compared
with ten downgrades. Total Buy ratings now stand at
44.64%.
Upgrades
Among the upgrades were two resource plays: Atlas
Iron (AGO) and Regis Resources (RRL). Atlas was
upgraded to Neutral by UBS because despite the
weaker iron ore price, the broker suggests Atlas has
enough liquidity to meet its capex, dividend and tax
requirements in the 2013 financial year. Recent share
price weakness has improved the value on offer.
For Regis Resources, full-year earnings showed a
strengthening of the group’s balance sheet, while
Deutsche Bank continues to see value as production
increases from the combination of the Moolart Well
and Garden Well projects and dividends from the
company come closer to reality. Deutsche has lifted
its rating to Buy, while also lifting its price target on
the stock.

Sigma Pharmaceuticals (SIP) delivered a better
interim profit result than Macquarie had forecast, the
result being increases to estimates in coming years.
Macquarie’s price target increased as well and on
valuation grounds, the broker has upgraded it to
Neutral.
Deutsche Bank upgraded both Leighton Holdings
(LEI) and Myer (MYR) to Buy. For Leighton,
Deutsche suggests the market is pricing in too much
risk, particularly given in resources the company is
primarily exposed to low cost mines and committed
LNG projects. There are also some potential balance
sheet positives such as a sale of NextGen, which is
enough to justify a more positive view at current
share price levels.
With respect to Myer, Deutsche says an improvement
in its gross margin was the highlight of the full-year
profit result. Top line growth continues to look difficult
to achieve, but the stock offers an attractive yield and
some longer-term value at current levels.
Downgrade
On the downgrade side of the ledger, UBS has cut its
rating on Ansell (ANN) to Sell, a relative valuation
call given the company is seen to have less defensive
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earnings than others in the sector.
UBS also downgraded Brambles (BXB) to Hold,
again on valuation grounds following an 8% rally in
the share price since full-year earnings were
announced in August. As UBS notes, the stock is now
trading broadly in line with valuation.
Aquarius Platinum (AQP) has been downgraded by
BA Merrill Lynch to Sell as part of a reinstatement of
coverage. With two mines on care and maintenance,
the broker sees a turnaround being reliant on
improving operations at Kroondal, which is currently
operating at a loss. When political risk is added to the
equation, BA-ML sees little upside for the stock in the
short-term.

downgrade in rating, the broker has trimmed earnings
forecasts and price target.
Macquarie has downgraded Woodside (WPL) to
Hold after taking a less bullish view on the outlook for
Australian LNG plays given the expectation of
increasing competition in the global market. This view
prompted cuts to earnings estimates and the
broker’s price target for the stock.
Changes to earnings forecasts (EF) in cents per
share

Credit Suisse has similarly downgraded Envestra
(ENV) to Sell, this coming after changes to estimates
to account for expectations of upcoming draft
regulatory decisions. The cuts to forecasts impacted
on the broker’s price target, while the rating
downgrade is a valuation call.
The Reject Shop (TRS) was also downgraded to Sell
by Credit Suisse, this after recent share price
outperformance suggested limited further upside from
current levels. Group gearing should improve with
Ipswich DC flooding claims being finalised, Credit
Suisse expects tough operating conditions will
continue for some time.
Recent share price strength has been enough for Citi
to downgrade Insurance Australia Group (IAG) to
Hold, as even allowing for an increase in price target
the broker doesn’t see enough upside from current
levels to justify a more positive rating.
JP Morgan has made two downgrades over the week,
lowering ratings on both Southern Cross Media
(SXL) and Toll Holdings (TOL) to Sell. For Southern
Cross, ongoing tough TV conditions lead the broker
to suggest further cuts to consensus earnings
estimates are likely, something that will act to limit
potential share price upside.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill
Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie, RBS and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.

In Toll’s case, JP Morgan suggests a focus on
market share is generating some domestic margin
pressure and this suggests earnings headwinds are
likely to remain in place for some time. Along with the
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ATO sitting on SMSF pension changes
by Tony Negline
The Australian Taxation Office’s (ATO) controversial
tax ruling impacting pensions has stalled and it
seems it will remain this way for some time. So what
is it about, and what’s happening?
According to the future publication schedule of ATO
rulings, the release date of the final document is ‘To
Be Advised’ – a status it has held since mid-July.
The ATO says the ruling has been delayed because
“administrative issues raised by the ruling are being
considered.”
It’s a bit difficult to know for certain what this
comment really means. According to the minutes of
the National Tax Liaison Group’s (NTLG)
Superannuation Technical Committee meeting for
June 2012, the Tax Office claims that the final ruling
won’t contain any major revisions, but will probably
have some refinements.
Potential changes to SMSF rules
Some of these refinements are:
• Instead of a retrospective 1 July 2007 start date, the
ruling might have a 1 July 2013 start date on some of
the bigger ticket items such as what happens upon
the pensioner’s death.
• Partial commutations (that is, taking a small lump
sum payment from your pension’s account balance)
may not automatically be taken to be a lump sum.
Instead you would have to elect to have such
payments treated as a lump sum. This is an important
issue if you’re under 60 because the tax treatment of
lump sums and pensions isn’t the same from a tax
perspective.
• The timing of any pension commutation may
depend on the facts of each case. Currently, the draft

ruling says commutations are deemed to take place
when your super fund trustee receives a commutation
request from you. If commutations occur as soon as a
request is received, then it will give rise to asset sales
in the accumulation phase (15% tax part of your
super fund), not the pension phase (0% tax part of
your fund). This has obvious capital gains tax (CGT)
implications when asset sales occur.
• The next possible area of refinement involves what
is counted towards the minimum income payment
each year. The draft tax ruling says partial
commutations will count towards the minimum
income payment, but full commutations won’t. The
NTLG’s Super Technical Committee minutes say this
interpretation may not change, but it might be placed
into another ATO publication rather than the tax
ruling.
• The draft ruling currently says that failing to pay the
minimum income payment during a financial year
means the pension hasn’t been paid during that
whole year. This view would cause the income and
realised gains on the pension assets to be taxed at
15% for that year. The final version of the ruling may
say that small minimum income payment breaches
will be ignored. It might also say that this new rule
won’t apply if the minimum payment can’t be paid
because of something outside the fund’s control.
We’re yet to see specific details on how these new
suggestions might work in practice.
When does a pension stop?
In other recent commentary about the pension ruling,
one high profile SMSF industry participant, Meg
Heffron, stated that the ATO’s draft pension ruling
may lead to some legislative changes, principally
concerning when a pension is deemed to cease in the
event of death.
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The draft ruling says a pension ceases on the
pensioner’s death if there is no nominated
reversionary or the reversionary is ineligible, causing
the remaining account balance to move back to the
accumulation part of your super fund.
Legislative change
The potential for legislative change is probably the
main reason for the ATO delaying this important
ruling and I think it will be some time before we see
the final document.
What should you do in the meantime?
Whilst I think some parts of the draft pension ruling
are unreasonable (for example, that pensions
automatically cease when the pensioner dies), it
would be dangerous to ignore it.
It’s useful to remember that whilst the minutes of
NTLG meetings are important because they often
contain interesting information, they aren’t official
ATO documents. Until the ATO or the Government
releases the official documents on this subject, I
believe you should apply the draft ruling to your
personal and fund circumstances.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice.
Anyone should consider the appropriateness of the
information in regards to their circumstances.
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The Week Ahead
Australia
September 17 New car sales (August)
September 18 Imports of goods (August)
September 18 Reserve Bank Board minutes
September 18 Reserve Bank speech by Assistant Governor Guy Debelle
September 18 Commodities forecasts (September Quarter)
Overseas
September 18 US Current account (June Quarter)
September 18 US Capital flows (July)
September 19 US Housing starts (August)
September 19 US Existing home sales (August)
September 20 Europe, China manufacturing
September 20 US Leading index (August)
September 20 US Philadelphia Fed index (Sept)

Did you know?
More than 913,500 Australians are now members of self-managed super funds (SMSFs), the latest figures
released by the Australian Taxation Office today show.
At the end of June, there were 478,263 SMSFs with 913,550 members. The number of funds was up 8% from a
year earlier and 15% from two years ago.
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